
EZBIS 11.0 adds dozens of new capabilities to make
treating your patients faster and more efficient.

New “Body Charts” view in EHR

The EZBIS Electronic Health Records now features a Body Charts view that displays human body figures, allowing you to

select a body part, including specific vertebrae, bones, muscles or more general areas for patients’ subjective

complaints. You can choose between a generic body image, skeletal, muscle or vertebral views. By choosing a body

part, you can then add multiple subjective complaints, objective findings and treatments, making the entry of data

much faster.

EZBIS 11.0
This is possibly the biggest update for EZBIS software ever!

The Body Charts can be used to

quickly add items on the initial

visit and for efficient entry of

daily notes . . . as an alternative

to the existing Treatment Chart.

Notes entered from the Body

Chart also appear on the

Treatment Chart and vice-versa.

This is an incredible innovation

that no other EHR provides and

will dramatically transform the

way you use the Electronic

Health Records module.

This is the vertebral view of Body Charts. You can toggle between generic, muscle, skeletal and vertebral views.



Custom Panels in Electronic Health Records

One of the most common enhancement requests that we have received for the EZBIS Electronic Health Records is to be able

to customize the screens to show the information about a patient that is most helpful when treating that patient. Version 11.0

allows you to customize the EHR Panels to quickly view a patient's information all in one screen. Reveal what you want to see

and conceal what you don't. You can use one or two panels and position them on either side of the screen.

There are numerous “frames” of information that you can choose to display in these panels. The frames can be color coded

and have many other ways to customize the look and feel of the screen to give you the exact view that is most helpful to you.

Each panel can be expanded or collapsed and clicking on the underlined frame title navigates to the detailed screen fo show

even more information. The panels can be configured to be displayed on the Treatment Chart as shown above, on the new

Body Chart view, on the Exam Chart, and other screens in the EHR, so that they are always visible. The important thing to note

is that get to decide exactly you want to see and you want to see it while treating your patients!you what where

Note: Use of the new custom panels for EHR, especially when viewing two panels, requires a high-resolution monitor.

A minimum of 1920 x 1080 resolution is strongly recommended.

Alerts for re-exams, schedule changes and more

The Scheduling panel in the EHR alerts the doctor when re-exams are due to be

performed, when the treatment schedule is due to be changed, or for other special

scheduling. Once a doctor creates a care plan for a patient, the scheduling panels are an

easy way for the doctor to determine when to make changes to the appointment

schedule, schedule exams or to arrange for other special encounters. , theBut not only that

doctor can . Then,automatically send scheduling change alerts to the front desk staff

when the patient checks out, a pop-up window informs front desk staff members about

scheduling requests from the doctor! By simply clicking on the scheduling buttons next to

the messages, a doctor can specify the type of special visit that is needed.

Treatment Chart with a panel on the right and the left

This “Scratch Pad”

is for anything that

you want to note.



This screen is displayed when the doctor clicks to make the scheduling

request for the front desk staff. In this example, a reexam is being

requested. The request can be made for the

next appointment to be a reexam, or even for a

specific date and time. Notes can be added

that are seen by the front desk staff.

As each patient with a scheduling request from

the doctor checks out, the front desk staff

member is alerted to the request made by the

doctor through the Electronic Health Records

module. The EZBIS software communicates the

information automatically so that you don’t

have to do it!

The front desk personnel can

also see a button that indicates

that scheduling requests have

been made by the doctor(s) and

can click the button to see a list

of all of the scheduling requests.

This is to ensure that the staff

does not overlook the

scheduling requests as the

patients are checking out.

Two-month calendar in the Front

Desk Module

Version 11.0 now allows for greater

flexibility when scheduling appointments

with our new two month calendar view.

Now you can easily see a patients

appointments for this month and next

month. A preference gives you the

flexibility to use the two-month calendar

view or the previous single month

calendar.

Note: Scheduling requests can be

performed on the spot, if the patient is at

the front desk checking out, or can be

postponed for a later time.
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Enhancements for Bonus Features (available for EZBIS users with annual service agreements)
EZBIS customers with annual service agreements gain even more benefits with version 11.0.

Health Information added to New Patient Intake Forms

Now, the intake forms request health history, family health history, medications, allergies and much more. The information

added by the patient can be automatically imported into the EZBIS Filing and EHR modules. This will greatly decrease the

amount of time necessary to add new patients to the EZBIS software!

Secure Messaging

Patients, doctors and staff can  communicate securely through the MyPatientsite.com patient portal. Messages can be sent by

the patient to clinic from the clinic to the patient. When you send secure messages to patients, they also receive an emailor

notifying them that a secure message is waiting, with a link to log into MyPatientSite.com to view and respond. When

patients send secure messages to you, a notification icon appears, too let you know that unread messages are wating. Secure

Messaging makes communication with patients !HIPAA-compliant

Patient Education Uploads

Now, you can upload patient education materials using the MyPatientSite.com patient portal. Patients receive a regular email

message to inform them to click a link to login in and view the patient education information.

Any File Upload to MyPatientSite.com

With version 11.0, you can right-click on any file in a patient’’s document folder and upload it

to that patient’s MyPatientSite.com patient portal page. It can be a document, an image, or any

other file that you wish to send. The document is sent securely, so it is .HIPAA-compliant

Patients receive an email message to inform them that a file has been uploaded and includes a

link to login in and view the uploaded file.

Online Payments

With an annual service agreement, you have always had the ability to send patients their

monthly patient statements electronically, through the

MyPatientSite.com patient portal. Now, a patient can receive a

statement and make a payment online. A green button in the

EZBIS Batch Entry Screen indicates that there are payments that

have been made from the patient portal and are ready to

import. When a patient makes an online payment a receipt is

emailed to the patient and a notification that a payment has

been made is emailed to the clinic.

Expanded List of Muscle Items

Version 11.0 has more muscles added to enhance the Electronic Health Records system, allowing you to

better specify the muscle with a problem or being treated.

Interface

If you treat Personal Injury, you need Zeusclaim! EZBIS has teamed up with Dr. Frank Liberti to bring you

Zeusclaim, a specialized records system that meets the Colossus guidelines so that you can maximize

reimbursement from auto insurers and gain more attorney referrals. Zeusclaim brings you the highest quality

in documentation for your personal injury cases. This revolutionary product is an add-on for your EZBIS

software and uses the same "Decision Points" and "Value Drivers" as the Colossus system to level the playing

field and dramatically increase claim settlements. (Zeusclaim is a separate product, not affiliated with EZBIS.

Additional fees apply.)

Reliability Improvements

EZBIS has transitioned to using a new database structure for better performance and reliability.

SQL Database

Large clinics, or those EZBIS customers with high usage of the software can take advantage of the benefits of using an SQL

Database to improve dependability. This database is more secure and faster in performance. This database option is available

for any EZBIS customer. A local technician is needed to install SQL before the EZBIS data can be migrated to the SQL

Call now and get your 11.0 update!

Note: A new e-commerce credit card merchant account must be

established through EZBIS to accept online payments.


